
Combat Manoeuvres (1) 
Once per round in combat, you may spend a Willpower to use a combat manoeuvre.  Any character may attempt 
to do this so long as you have an appropriate way to incorporate the specific combat manoeuvre into your attack.  
Certain weapon qualities can allow you to use a specific combat manoeuvre for free, and certain foci for the 
Physical Attribute (listed below: DEX is Dexterity, and STR is Strength) can do the same once per combat. 

 Burst of Speed (DEX): Allows you to take your simple action immediately, out of order, and then take your 
standard action on your normal initiative 

 Blinding Attack: If you succeed with a Blinding Attack, your opponent suffers 3 less damage (minimum 0), but is 
blinded until they spend two simple actions clearing their eyes. 

 Disarm (DEX, STR): Modify your attack test pool by -2. If you succeed in the challenge, you force your target to 
drop one item of your choice. Picking the item up requires a standard action. If you are Dexterity-focused and have 
a free hand, you may choose to end up holding the disarmed object. 

 Fighting Blind (DEX): If you can’t see your opponent, you must use this combat manoeuvre to attack her. If you 
don’t use this combat manoeuvre, your attack will automatically miss. 

 Knock Down (STR): If you succeed with a Knock Down attack, your opponent takes 1 less damage (minimum 0) 
and ends up lying on the ground. While prone, your opponent may use an action to crawl one step. A prone 
character can use a simple action to stand up and move up to one step.  Does not affect Stamina-focused characters 
unless you have a higher base Physical Attribute than they do. 

 Knock Out: If you surprise your target, you may attempt to knock her unconscious. Modify your attack test pool 
by -2. If you succeed, your target is unconscious for 10 minutes. You can only use this manoeuvre during the first 
round of combat, and you can’t use it if your target is expecting an attack.  Does not work on vampires! 

 Pierce The Heart (STR): If your opponent’s wounds are in the Incapacitated wound track, you may attempt to use 
a melee or ranged weapon to Pierce her Heart. Modify your attack test pool by -3 when attempting this manoeuvre. 
If you hit a mortal with this attack, she is instantly killed. If this attack hits a vampire and your weapon has the 
staking quality, the vampire is staked. 

 Quick Draw (DEX): You can draw one weapon or other small item on your person without using a simple action. 



Combat Manoeuvres (2) 
 Grapple (STR): If you succeed with a Grapple attack, your opponent takes 3 fewer damage (minimum 0) and is 

grappled. While grappled, they can’t move and cannot use their standard action to initiate a Physical challenge 
until they have broken free.  They can still initiate Mental and Social challenges normally, and use powers that do 
not require a Physical challenge, including transformative ones (though this does not break the grapple unless the 
new form explicitly cannot be grappled). 
To escape from a grapple, they must use a simple action and beat you in an opposed Physical challenge (Brawl or 
Melee are the relevant Skills); if they lose, they may also choose to use their standard action to try again.  If 
multiple characters are grappling the same person, that person only needs to beat one grappler to escape (the one 
with the highest defence pool against the escape attempt). 
You relinquish the grapple if you take any action that targets anyone other than the character you’re grappling, or if 
you move more than one step per round.  You can freely attack someone you are grappling. 
While you are grappled, you can only be subject to one other Physical attack per round 

 Dart Behind (DEX, only when transformed into an animal): You may take your movement action directly 
through your opponent, as if they weren’t there.  You must have enough movement left to get beyond your 
opponent! 

 Feral Dash (DEX, only when transformed into an animal): Requires both a simple and a standard action to use.  
You can move a number of steps as though you had spent both actions on movement, plus an additional three 
steps. 

 Mangle Fur (STR, only when transformed into an animal): Modify your test pool by -2.  If you succeed in an 
opposed challenge, you are able to compromise your opponent’s mundane armour, nullifying it until they spend 
two simple actions readjusting it.  Does not work on Stamina-focused characters unless you have a higher base 
Physical attribute than they do. 

 Savage Leap (STR, only when transformed into an animal): Requires both a simple and a standard action to 
use.  Move up to six steps, leaping in one single direction.  You can perform a Brawl attack to claw or bite a foe 
anywhere along this leap.  If you have not completed your movement when you attack, you must afterward 
continue your movement in the same direction until you have taken all six steps. 


